Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Being required to understand and predict the actions of others to be able to successfully interact in a social environment has led our visual system to become particularly sensitive to human movements (for a recent review, see Blake and Shiffrar [@CR6]). Facial motion in particular is a very important cue to judge other people's actions, emotions and intentions towards us (Bassili [@CR5]; Kamachi et al. [@CR37]). In addition to this, facial motion has also been shown to facilitate face recognition (O'Toole et al. [@CR49]; Pilz et al. [@CR55]). Due to the familiarity and behavioural significance of facial motion, it is most likely that our visual system has developed mechanisms that facilitate its perception and it is also very plausible to assume that certain mechanisms exist that integrate invariant and changeable properties of faces (Haxby et al. [@CR31]).

Studies of biological motion, including faces, suggest that the interpretation of the movements and actions of others recruit specialized neural pathways (Allison et al. [@CR1]; Blakemore and Decety [@CR7]; Giese and Poggio [@CR25]). In monkeys, neurons in the anterior part of the superior temporal polysensory area (STPa) were found to respond both to the form and the motion of bodies and heads, indicating integration of form and motion information in this area (Oram and Perrett [@CR50]). In humans, involvement of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) in the processing of relevant and familiar types of biological motion has also been shown, e.g. in response to human body motion (tested using point-light displays, Bonda et al. [@CR8]; Grossman et al. [@CR27]), or to facial motion due to speech production (Campbell et al. [@CR10]; Hall et al. [@CR29]), expression of emotions (LaBar et al. [@CR44]; Pelphrey et al. [@CR53]) or in complex scenes such as movies (Bartels and Zeki [@CR4]; Hasson et al. [@CR30]). Additionally, these regions have been shown to respond to natural images of implied facial motion (Puce et al. [@CR57]; Puce et al. [@CR58]), as well as to natural images of implied body motion (Jellema and Perrett [@CR36]).

Most of the studies investigating the neural correlates of facial motion have used abstract motion stimuli like implied motion from static images (Puce et al. [@CR57]; Puce et al. [@CR58]), moving avatars (i.e. cartoon faces, for example Pelphrey et al. [@CR52]; Thompson et al. [@CR65]), or motion stimuli that were produced by morphing a static towards an emotional face (LaBar et al. [@CR44]; Sato et al. [@CR62]; Pelphrey et al. [@CR53]). Using such 'unnaturally' moving stimuli might not fully capture the mechanisms underlying the processing of natural facial motion. The controlled fMRI studies of facial motion that have used video sequences of natural facial motion focused on differences between types of face motions and thus, did not use non-face control stimuli (Campbell et al. [@CR10]; Hall et al. [@CR29]). A recent study by Fox et al. ([@CR15]) investigated differences in brain activation between static and dynamic stimuli using non-face stimuli as controls. They applied two localiser scans, one contrasting static images of faces and objects, the other one contrasting dynamic videos of faces and objects. Comparing these two localisers, their results suggest that dynamic localisers are more reliable and more selective than static localisers. Although this study showed the usefulness of using dynamic stimuli to localize areas related to face-processing, they were not able to directly compare brain activation towards static and dynamic stimuli, because those stimuli were used in different scanning sessions. Here, we investigated brain activation in response to natural non-rigid face motion and directly compared it to static faces and non-face controls, which is necessary to demonstrate how the face-processing system responds to dynamic as compared with static faces irrespective of low-level cues. We showed observers video sequences of angry and surprised faces, as well as static stimuli of the same emotions. As controls for low-level stimulus properties including motion, we used the phase-scrambled versions of both kinds of stimuli.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Ten observers (four females, six males) from the Tübingen community volunteered as subjects for 12€ per hour. All observers were naïve as to the purpose of the current experiment and had no history of neurological or psychiatric illnesses. All participants provided informed consent and filled out a standard questionnaire approved by the local ethics committee for experiments involving a high field MR scanner to inform them of the necessary safety precautions.

Stimuli {#Sec4}
-------

We used video recordings of the face of three male and five female human actors, taken from the Max-Planck database of moving faces (Pilz et al. [@CR55]). For these recordings, each face made two expressive gestures in separate videos: surprise and anger. The movie clips used in the dynamic face condition (dynamic faces) were composed of 26 frames, presented at a frame rate of 25 frames per second for a total duration of 1,040 ms. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of all 26 frames of a video sequence (top panel). The movie clips started with a neutral expression and ended with the peak of the expression in the last frame. The static face images used in the static face condition (static faces) were the last frame of each video sequence and thus showed the peak of each expression; each static face was presented for 1,040 ms. All stimuli were embedded in a background that consisted of white noise applied to every RGB color channel. For the dynamic stimuli, the same noise was applied to all the frames of the movie, i.e. the background was static.Fig. 1Example stimulus images. *Top* All 26 frames of an example face movie stimulus (dynamic face*)*. *Bottom* All 26 frames of an example phase-scrambled face movie stimulus (dynamic scrambled). In the static conditions, only the last frame of each movie was shown, for the same duration as the dynamic stimuli

As control stimuli, we generated phase-scrambled versions of dynamic (dynamic scrambled) and static (static scrambled) faces. Researchers have often used objects or fragmented face images as a comparison to face images to investigate areas related to face-processing (Kanwisher et al. [@CR38]; Kanwisher et al. [@CR39]). We decided to use phase-scrambled versions of our stimuli as controls, because fragmented images are constituted more of higher spatial frequencies, resulting from the cardinal axes (i.e. edges) that are produced by dividing a relatively smooth picture like a face into randomly rearranged squares (Sadr and Sinha [@CR61]). Phase-scrambled stimuli have been used successfully in recent neuroimaging studies (Eger et al. [@CR14]; Kovacs et al. [@CR43]; Jacques and Rossion [@CR35]; Rousselet et al. [@CR60]). It has been shown that, especially for face recognition, the frequencies around 8--16 cycles across the face are particularly important (Costen et al. [@CR11]; Näsänen [@CR48]; Morrison and Schyns [@CR47]). Spatial frequencies also seem to interact with the recognition of previously learned static and dynamic images (Pilz et al. [@CR56]), suggesting that they contain important information about the identity of the face. In addition, it has been shown that the FFA processes high and low spatial frequencies differently (Vuilleumier et al. [@CR67]; Gauthier et al. [@CR23]; Rotshtein et al. [@CR59]). Using fragmented images as a contrast would have changed our results as a function of spatial frequency content in the phase-scrambled images. Therefore, it was of high importance to preserve the frequency structure of our original stimuli. Furthermore, we wanted to use a type of control stimuli that worked equally well for both dynamic and static faces in controlling for their respective low-level stimulus properties. Phase-scrambling is ideal, because its effect on both static and dynamic faces is very comparable (keeping the spatial frequency content constant while eliminating recognizable shapes).

Phase-scrambling of our images was accomplished as follows. For each independent RGB color channel, the images were transformed into amplitude and phase components using the Fourier transform. Noise patterns were generated by inverse Fourier transform of the original amplitude spectrum of the image but with a random phase spectrum. For the movies, the same random phase spectrum was used for each frame of a given movie but the amplitudes were those of the original frames. This resulted in control movies that were not flickering.

Design and procedure {#Sec5}
--------------------

There were five conditions in the experiment: fixation, static faces, static scrambled, dynamic faces, and dynamic scrambled. The observer's task was a one-back matching task, i.e. they had to press a button whenever two identical stimuli sequentially appeared on the screen. We used a block design with 24 blocks, each composed of 6 stimuli which were presented every 3 s. Blocks were history-matched, i.e. every condition was preceded by each condition equally often. Given that there were 16 different face stimuli in total (8 identities × 2 expressions) and 6 stimuli per block, the probability of a stimulus repetition was about 0.31 per block; i.e. each subject would on average encounter about six targets distributed across conditions.

Observers lay supine on the scanner bed. The stimuli were back projected onto a projection screen situated behind the observers' head and reflected into their eyes via a mirror mounted on the head coil. The projection screen was 140.5 cm from the mirror, and the stimuli subtended a maximum visual angle of approximately 9.0° (horizontal) × 8.3° (vertical). A JVC LCD projector with custom Schneider-Kreuznach long-range optics, a screen resolution of 1,280 pixels × 1,024 pixels and a 60 Hz refresh rate were used. The experiment was run on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 Windows PC with 2 GB RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce 7800 GTX graphics card with 256 MB video RAM. The programme to present the stimuli and collect responses was written in Matlab using the Psychtoolbox extensions (<http://www.psychtoolbox.org>) (Brainard [@CR9]; Pelli [@CR51]). We used a magnet-compatible button box to collect subjects' responses (The Rowland Institute at Harvard, Cambridge, USA).

Image acquisition {#Sec6}
-----------------

All participants were scanned at the MR Centre of the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, Germany. All anatomical T1-weighted images and functional gradient-echo echo-planar T2\*-weighted images (EPI) with BOLD contrast were acquired on a Siemens TIM-Trio 3T scanner with an eight-channel phased-array head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging sequence for functional images had a repetition time of 1,920 ms, an echo time of 40 ms, a flip angle of 90°, a field of view of 256 × 256 mm and a matrix size of 64 × 64 pixels. Each functional image consisted of 27 axial slices. Each slice had a thickness of 3.0 × 3.0 × 2.5 with a 0.5 mm gap between slices. Volumes were positioned to cover the whole-brain based on the information from a 13-slice parasagittal anatomical localizer scan acquired at the start of each scanning session. For each observer, between 237 and 252 functional images were acquired in a single session lasting approximately for 7.5 min, including a 8 s blank period at the beginning of the run. The first four of these images were discarded to allow for equilibration of T1 signal. A T1-weighted anatomical scans was acquired after the functional runs \[MPRAGE; TR = 1,900 ms, TE = 2.26 ms, flip angle = 9°, image matrix = 256 (read direction) × 224 mm (phase), 176 slices, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, scan time = 5.59 min).

fMRI data pre-processing {#Sec7}
------------------------

Prior to any statistical analyses, the functional images were realigned to the first image and resliced to correct for head motion. The aligned images were then normalized into a standard EPI T2\* template with a resampled voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm = 27 mm^3^ (Friston et al. [@CR17]). Spatial normalization was used to allow group statistics to be performed across the whole brain at the level of voxels (Ashburner and Friston [@CR2]; Ashburner and Friston [@CR3]). Following normalization, the images were convolved with an 8 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel to spatially smooth the data. Spatial smoothing was used in this study because it enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, permits the application of Gaussian random field theory to provide for corrected statistical inference (Friston et al. [@CR19]) and facilitates comparisons across observers by compensating for residual variability in anatomy after spatial normalization, thus allowing group statistics to be performed.

fMRI statistical analyses {#Sec8}
-------------------------

Pre-processed fMRI data were analyzed using the general linear model framework implemented in the SPM2 software package from the Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). A two-step mixed-effects analysis was used, as is common in SPM for group analyses (Friston et al. [@CR20]). The first step used a fixed-effects model to analyze individual data sets. The second step used a random-effects model to analyze the group aggregate of individual results, which come in the form of parameter estimates for each condition and each voxel (parameter maps). As these group statistics are performed at the voxel level, the individual parameter maps need to be in the same anatomical format and were thus computed on the normalized data.

For each observer, a temporal high-pass filter with a cut-off of 128 s was applied to the pre-processed data to remove low-frequency signal drifts and artefacts, and an autoregressive model (AR 1 + white noise) was applied to estimate serial correlations in the data and adjust degrees of freedom accordingly. Following that, a linear combination of regressors in a design matrix was fitted to the data to produce beta estimates (Friston et al. [@CR18]) which represent the contribution of a particular regressor to the data.

Whole-brain analysis {#Sec9}
--------------------

The GLM applied to the individual datasets contained separate regressors of interest for the four experimental conditions (dynamic faces, dynamic scrambled, static face, static scrambled) and the fixation condition. Two sets of regressors were created in SPM2 for each of these conditions in the following manner. For each condition, we first modeled the onset and duration of each stimulus as a series of delta functions. The series of delta functions was convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) to create a first set of regressors. The HRF was then implemented in SPM2 as a sum of two gamma functions. To create a second set of regressors, the delta functions were convolved with the first temporal derivative of the HRF. Therefore, there were a total of ten regressors in the part of the design matrix used to model experimentally induced effects. In addition, the design matrix included a constant term and six realignment parameters (yaw, pitch, roll and three translation terms). These parameters were obtained during motion correction and used to correct for movement-related artefacts not eliminated during realignment.

Fitting each subject's data to the GLM produced 3D parameter estimate maps for each of our conditions of interest. We imported these single-subject parameter maps into SPM2's ANOVA model to evaluate group statistics (random effects) for the following contrasts: static faces versus static scrambled, dynamic faces versus dynamic scrambled, dynamic faces versus static faces and the interaction: (dynamic face \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static face \> static scrambled). The interaction was the most stringent test of differences between dynamic and static faces as it controls for movement in the stimuli. SPM2 uses the Greenhouse-Geisser correction for non-sphericity in the data.

We thresholded the statistical maps from the ANOVA at *p* \< 0.0001, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of five voxels. At this threshold, all voxels survived correction for multiple comparisons across all the voxels in the brain at *p* \< 0.05 (false discovery rate, FDR, Genovese et al. [@CR24]) and all clusters survived cluster-wise multiple corrections at *p* \< 0.05 (Friston et al. [@CR16]).

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (activations rendered on inflated brain) was created using the spm_surfrend toolbox (<http://spmsurfrend.sourceforge.net/>) and displayed using Neurolens software (<http://www.neurolens.org>) on the inflated template brain from the Freesurfer toolbox (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>).Fig. 2Results of the whole-brain ANOVA group statistics projected on the surface of an inflated standard structural scan. **a** Shows clusters responding more to static faces than static scrambled. **b** Shows clusters responding more to dynamic faces than dynamic scrambled. **c** Shows clusters responding more to dynamic faces than static faces. **d** Shows clusters with a significant interaction effect: (dynamic faces \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static faces \> static scrambled). Insets in (**d**) show per cent signal change from fixation (mean and SEM over subjects) for static faces (SF), static scrambled (SS), dynamic faces (DF) and dynamic scrambled (DS) in left and right STS clusters (*left* and *right* insets, respectively). Maps are thresholded at *p* \< 0.0001 uncorrected, but all activations survive whole-brain correction at *p* \< 0.05. *Gradient bar* shows *T* values

Regions of interest analysis {#Sec10}
----------------------------

In addition to our whole-brain voxel-wise group analysis, we performed analyses on individually defined face-sensitive regions of interest (ROI). These ROIs were identified using the contrast static faces \> static scrambled, as follows. We searched in each subject's individual GLM analysis for clusters whose peak response was located less than 10 mm away from the peak response of the clusters found in the group ANOVA. The single-subject GLMs were thresholded at the lower *p* \< 0.001 uncorrected threshold during this ROI search (1) because we were looking in regions of a-priori interest which had already survived whole-brain correction in the group ANOVA and (2) to increase the likelihood of finding significant clusters in as many of the individual subjects as possible.

After identifying these individual ROIs, we computed their block-averaged response time-courses to each condition*,* as follows. Raw BOLD signal data were extracted and filtered by removing low frequencies (cutoff = 128 s) and movement artefacts (using the realignment parameters calculated by SPM2), then averaged over voxels in each ROI. For each run of each participant, the time-series were converted into per cent signal change from average activity by dividing the signal measured at each time point by the average signal during the run, subtracting 1, and then multiplying by 100. The block-related responses to each condition were then averaged across all participants from 10 s before to 30 s after each block onset. The signal from the *fixation* condition was then used as a baseline and subtracted from each of the four other conditions. Therefore, the "0" point on the *y* axis of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} corresponds to the mean activity in the fixation condition across all runs, and positive and negative values, respectively, represent relative increases and decreases from the mean signal intensity in the fixation condition.Fig. 3Time-courses of responses to static faces, static scrambled, dynamic faces and dynamic scrambled in individually defined face-sensitive ROIs (identified by contrasting static faces with static scrambled). Average time-courses over subjects and SEM are shown

In each ROI, group statistics were assessed as follows. For each block of trials, the magnitude of the response to each condition was calculated by averaging the signal time-course in the period between 7.5 and 19 s after block onset. The response to static faces and dynamic faces was then compared using two-tailed paired-samples t tests over subjects. To assess the robustness of the magnitude effects to differences in low-level stimulus characteristics, these tests were computed again after subtracting from the response time-course to each faces condition the response to the matching phase-scrambled faces conditions. This effectively tests the following interaction: (dynamic face \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static face \> static scrambled). Note: our ROIs were defined by comparing static faces to static scrambled, and thus the response to dynamic faces (or to dynamic scrambled) did not play any role in the definition of these ROIs (i.e. the voxels of our ROI could respond more, less or similarly to dynamic faces compared to static faces). As the way we defined the ROIs did not influence the outcome of the contrasts testing for responses to dynamic faces versus other conditions, it is perfectly valid to statistically compare responses to static faces and dynamic faces without a-priori biases introduced through the ROI definition method. In effect, instead of performing a separate localiser experiment, we used some of the conditions of our experiment as a localiser contrast to define regions in which we subsequently tested other contrasts (Friston et al. [@CR21]).

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Whole-brain statistics {#Sec12}
----------------------

Clusters of voxels responding more to static faces than to static scrambled were found in fusiform gyrus (FFG) bilaterally, in inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) bilaterally and in the right STS. Given their anatomical location (see coordinates in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), the clusters in FFG and IOG most likely correspond, respectively, to the fusiform face areas (FFA, Kanwisher et al. [@CR38]) and the occipital face areas (OFA, Halgren et al. [@CR28]; Gauthier et al. [@CR22]; Hoffman and Haxby [@CR33]). As we did not define these clusters by contrasting faces against objects as was done in the studies defining FFA and OFA, we prefer to use the terms FFG and IOG. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows these results thresholded at *p* \< 0.0001 uncorrected (Note: right STS survived the threshold of *p* \< 0.05, whole-brain corrected but not *p* \< 0.0001 uncorrected and thus does not appear in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Clusters of voxels responding more to dynamic faces than to dynamic scrambled were found bilaterally in the following structures: FFG, IOG, in the posterior and middle parts of the STS extending into middle (MTS) and inferior temporal sulci, including the anatomical location of area hMT+/V5 (Dumoulin et al. [@CR13]), as well as in middle prefrontal gyrus (MFG), medial prefrontal and medial orbitofrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and posterior cingulate gyrus (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). A higher response to dynamic faces than to static faces was found bilaterally in STS (extending into middle temporal gyrus and MTS), in the inferior temporal sulcus (hMT+/V5), and in a small cluster in the precentral gyrus (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). No areas were found that responded more to static than dynamic faces. The interaction (dynamic face \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static face \> static scrambled) yielded significant effects exclusively in bilateral STS (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d). Details of the peaks of these activations are reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Anatomical and statistical details of the peaks of significant activations revealed by the contrasts performed in the ANOVA group analysisAnatomyHemisphereCoordinates*TZX*, *Y*, *Z*Static faces \> static scrambled Fusiform gyrus (FFG)Left−42, −48, −245.724.79Right39, −57, −185.624.73 Inferior occipital gyrus (IOG)Left−39, −72, −125.654.75Right45, −75, −125.794.84 Superior temporal sulcus (STS)Right51, −48, 214.984.31Dynamic faces \> dynamic scrambled Superior temporal sulcus (STS)Left−54, −48, 68.096.07Right50, −36, 07.215.64 Fusiform gyrus (FFG)Left−45, −51, −216.515.26Right39, −54, −185.674.75 Inferior occipital gyrus (IOG)Left−39, −72, −125.274.50Right45, −69, −125.714.79 Middle prefrontal cortexLeft−39, 30, 35.424.60Right51, 33, 07.285.67 Medial orbitofrontal cortexRight3, 42, −155.454.62 Posterior cingulate cortexRight6, −54, 335.394.58 Inferior frontal gyrusLeft−48, 18, 245.054.36Right45, 24, 185.184.45 Superior medial prefrontal gyrusLeft−6, 51, 304.664.09Dynamic faces \> static faces Superior temporal sulcus (STS)Left−54, −58, 68.176.10Right63, −27, 07.135.71 hMT+/V5Left−51, −69, 98.666.33Right45, −66, 37.355.71 Precentral gyrusLeft−39, −3, 514.584.04Right54, 0, 514.634.07Interaction: (dynamic faces \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static faces \> static scrambled) Superior temporal sulcus (STS)Left−57, −42, 65.914.14Right66, −27, 04.564.02All activations survive correction for multiple comparisons across the whole-brainCoordinates indicate local maxima in MNI space*T* and Z column, respectively, indicate *T* values and *Z* scores from whole-brain ANOVA analysis

Individual face-sensitive regions of interest {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------

We located the following ROIs in 8--10 out of our 10 subjects: left and right FFG, left and right IOG, and right STS. As stated in the previous paragraph, FFG and IOG most likely correspond to FFA and OFA, respectively, (see coordinates in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). As reported in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, all ROIs except the right IOG responded more to dynamic faces than to static faces when both conditions were compared with fixation. In addition, right FFG and right STS also showed increased activation for dynamic compared to static faces when both were contrasted with their matched phase-scrambled controls (i.e. (dynamic faces \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static faces \> static scrambled)). No ROI showed a higher response to static faces than to dynamic faces.Table 2Location of the individually defined face-sensitive regions of interest and response differences to dynamic versus static facesStructureCoordinates (*X*, *Y*, *Z*)*N*Dynamic face \> static faceMeanSDFixScramLeft FFG−42, −51, −220.6, 1.8, 1.182.45\*1.55Right FFG43, −54, −190.9, 2.1, 0.8103.50\*2.59\*Right STS53, −51, 181.5, 2.3, 1.696.55\*\*\*4.40\*\*Left IOG−40, −76, −101.2, 2.1, 1.5102.35\*0.77Right IOG45, −76, −111.2, 2.6, 1.2101.660.79Coordinates are in MNI space*N* indicates number of subjects in which each ROI was identified. "Dynamic face \> static face" columns show 2-tailed paired *t* values\* *p* \< 0.05; \*\* *p* \< 0.005; \*\*\* *p* \< 0.001. Tests were performed after subtracting response to fixation ("Fix" column) or to the corresponding phase-scrambled faces stimuli ("Scram"), which is equivalent to the interaction test: (dynamic face \> dynamic scrambled) \> (static face \> static scrambled)

Note: almost identical time-courses were found in fusiform and occipital ROIs identified using the contrast dynamic faces \> dynamic scrambled, which is an indication of the great overlap between ROIs identified using both methods.

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

In this study, we investigated brain activation in response to dynamic face stimuli using natural video sequences of facial motion and directly compared it to activation in response to static face images. Using ROI analyses, we found that in most of the classic face-sensitive areas (bilateral FFG, left IOG and the right STS), the BOLD response to dynamic faces was higher than to static faces. In right FFG and right STS, these effects survived even when controlling for low-level visual properties of the stimuli using matched phase-scrambled controls. In addition, our analyses confirmed that STS is the brain region most sensitive to dynamic faces when controlling for stimulus motion. No clusters of the whole-brain analysis or any ROI showed greater response to static than dynamic faces. Taken together, these results show higher brain activation for dynamic than static faces not only in areas that have been related to the processing of changeable aspects of faces but also in areas that have been previously attached to the processing of invariant aspects of faces, i.e. the processing of facial form rather than facial motion (Haxby et al. [@CR31]). This is particularly interesting given that face recognition, a process thought to involve mainly areas sensitive to invariant aspects of faces, can be facilitated by facial motion (O'Toole et al. [@CR49]; Pilz et al. [@CR55]). These results suggest an integration of form and motion information in a network of areas including STS, as has been proposed in models of the recognition of biological motion (Giese and Poggio [@CR25]). In addition, our results provide a strong argument for the use of dynamic stimuli to localize areas related to the processing of human faces, supporting an argument put forward by Fox et al. ([@CR15]).

Higher BOLD responses to dynamic than static faces {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------

In almost all face-sensitive ROIs, the BOLD response to dynamic faces was higher than to static faces. This is consistent with previous results directly comparing dynamic and static faces (Kilts et al. [@CR40]; Sato et al. [@CR62]) and with a recent study showing a stronger differential response in these areas between faces and objects when shown in motion rather than statically (Fox et al. [@CR15]). However, the same contrast performed in the whole-brain analysis did not show significant activation in FFG or IOG (except after lowering the threshold to *p* \< 0.01 uncorrected; data not shown). This suggests that the analysis done on individually defined ROIs is more sensitive, which can be due to several reasons. First, the ROIs were identified individually which compensates for the between-subjects variation in location of functionally defined regions. Second, the much smaller number of tests being performed in ROI analyses compared to testing all voxels in the brain reduces the multiple comparisons problem and allows more sensitive thresholds to be used in ROI analyses (Saxe et al. [@CR63]).

The higher activation we found for dynamic faces are compatible with the idea that more neurons are tuned to these stimuli because they are more familiar and behaviourally relevant stimuli, as has been suggested by several research groups (Kilts et al. [@CR40]; Bartels and Zeki [@CR4]; Pelphrey et al. [@CR53]; Fox et al. [@CR15]); for example, more neurons have been found that are tuned to frontal views as compared to side views of faces, which could be related to the fact that we have greater experience with frontal view faces (Perrett et al. [@CR54]). We encounter moving faces frequently every day when interacting with other people. Therefore, our visual system is probably more familiar with seeing moving than static faces. As a result, more neurons might be sensitive to dynamic than static faces.

However, the additional number of frames present in the dynamic face stimuli lead to two alternative explanations of our findings: First, an explanation on the level of a single population of neurons sensitive to both static and dynamic faces is that neurons responding to faces might show response adaptation during the presentation of static faces. Because nothing changes during the presentation of a single static face, the neuronal response would be smaller at the end than at the beginning of each trial, as neural activity and the related BOLD signal are known to decrease when there is no stimulus change (Grill-Spector and Malach [@CR26]). This explanation was also put forward recently by Fox et al. ([@CR15]). Those same neurons might not adapt during the presentation of the dynamic faces, because the face undergoes subtle changes between successive frames shown during each trial. Less neuronal adaptation during dynamic face presentations might therefore lead to higher metabolic demands and thus to the higher BOLD signal we observe. Given the slow dynamics of the BOLD signal, this difference in neuronal adaptation might also account for the bigger difference in BOLD response we observed at the end of the blocks of trials compared to the beginning.

Second, one could propose an explanation on the level of different neuronal populations that each responds to a particular static frame of the dynamic face stimuli. In this case, all these populations would be active during presentation of our dynamic face stimuli, but only a subset of them would respond to our static face stimuli. This mechanism has also been suggested recently by Fox et al. ([@CR15]). The difference in the number of static-face-sensitive neuronal populations involved would then explain the difference in BOLD signal we observed, without any involvement of neurons sensitive to face motion per se.

Disproving these alternative hypotheses requires the use of control stimuli with the same number of frames as the dynamic stimuli but not perceived as facial motion. These stimuli are very difficult to create, because simply frame-scrambling our movies yields stimuli perceived as strange, unnatural speeded-up motion, and these perceptual effects probably involve unnatural responses of the face-processing system, leading to further difficulties in experimental design and interpretation. We are currently addressing this question in further experiments.

Interestingly, the difference in response to dynamic and static faces was not only found in the right STS which is known to respond to biological motion and facial motion (e.g. Haxby et al. [@CR31]; Bartels and Zeki [@CR4]; Hasson et al. [@CR30]), but also in the areas classically known to process invariant aspects of the faces: FFG and IOG. A recent study by Fox et al. ([@CR15]) also reported a greater difference in response to dynamic faces versus dynamic objects in these areas. But in their study, the responses to dynamic and static faces could not be compared directly. As recognition of facial identity is thought to be mainly accomplished by those latter areas, their higher response to dynamic faces might be linked to the increased recognition performance observed for dynamic faces (O'Toole et al. [@CR49]; Pilz et al. [@CR55]). This will have to be investigated further in purposefully designed experiments.

Our findings constitute evidence that both motion- and form-related areas participate in the processing of dynamic faces and suggest that temporal and spatial aspect of faces seem to be processed in an integrated fashion in higher level visual brain areas. Those findings are particularly interesting given that the different face identities and expressions in the stimulus set were the same for static and dynamic faces, as were their presentation schedule, and that in some ROIs, these effects even survived when the responses to the phase-scrambled control stimuli was subtracted. Therefore, the effects are not related to face identity or expression differences, and are not simply related to the fact that something was moving in the dynamic face blocks or that each trial was composed of a series of different frames.

Other regions responding to dynamic faces {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------

Contrasting the parameter estimates for dynamic faces to those for dynamic scrambled, we found, in addition to activations in the face- and motion-sensitive areas discussed above, higher activation in IFG and MFG as well as medial prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex and posterior cingulate gyrus. In their recent paper, Fox et al. ([@CR15]) found similar results by comparing dynamic faces to dynamic objects. Recent neuroimaging studies have shown that the IFG, prefrontal and inferior parietal areas are important for action observation and imitation (Molnar-Szakacs et al. [@CR46]; Vogt et al. [@CR66]). Iacoboni et al. ([@CR34]) found that the ventral premotor cortex responds more to actions observed in an action-related context than in the absence of such a context. They suggest that the human mirror system does not only provide an action recognition mechanism, but also constitutes a neural system for coding the intentions of others. This is supported by studies showing impairment in the recognition of emotional stimuli and attribution of personality traits in patients with lesions in frontal cortex (Damasio et al. [@CR12]; Heberlein et al. [@CR32]). Our stimuli show expressive faces that have a high relevance when interacting in social situations. Therefore, it is reasonable that watching dynamic expressive faces activates areas related to processing of emotional stimuli and observing relevant actions of other people.

The posterior cingulate gyrus has been found to respond more to familiar faces, voices and words (Kim et al. [@CR41]; Leveroni et al. [@CR45]; Shah et al. [@CR64]) and shows an increasing response during acquisition of facial familiarity (Kosaka et al. [@CR42]). Its activation when watching dynamic faces might reflect the fact that dynamic faces are more familiar and/or that dynamic faces automatically trigger processes leading to their familiarization.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

This study shows that dynamic faces elicit more activation than both static faces or phase-scrambled controls in form-related face-processing areas (FFG and IOG) and in motion-related face-processing areas (STS). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that our brain contains mechanisms that are especially tuned to dynamic aspects of faces, and further reveal that regions tuned to invariant aspects of faces respond more to dynamic than static faces. In addition, our results show that dynamic stimuli provide an excellent tool for robustly localizing areas related to the processing of facial form and motion information (also shown by Fox et al. [@CR15]).
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